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Abstract

The uncertainty associated with human per-
ception is often reduced by one’s extensive
prior experience and knowledge. Current
datasets and systems do not emphasize the ne-
cessity and benefit of using such knowledge.
In this work, we propose the task of solving a
genre of image-puzzles (“image riddles”) that
require both capabilities involving visual de-
tection (including object, activity recognition)
and, knowledge-based or commonsense rea-
soning. Each puzzle involves a set of images
and the question “what word connects these
images?”. We compile a dataset of over 3k
riddles where each riddle consists of 4 im-
ages and a groundtruth answer. The annota-
tions are validated using crowd-sourced eval-
uation. We also define an automatic evalua-
tion metric to track future progress. Our task
bears similarity with the commonly known IQ
tasks such as analogy solving, sequence fill-
ing that are often used to test intelligence. We
develop a Probabilistic Reasoning-based ap-
proach that utilizes commonsense knowledge
about words and phrases to answer these rid-
dles with a reasonable accuracy. Our approach
achieves some promising results for these rid-
dles and provides a strong baseline for future
attempts. We make the entire dataset and re-
lated materials publicly available to the com-
munity (bit.ly/22f9Ala).

1 INTRODUCTION
Human visual perception is greatly aided by the human’s
knowledge and reasoning (with that knowledge) about
the domain (what it is looking at) and purpose (what it is
looking for and why) (Lake et al., 2016). This knowledge

Figure 1: An Image Riddle Example. Question: “What
word connects these images?” .

greatly helps in overcoming the uncertainty often associ-
ated with perception. Most work in computer vision do
not take into account the vast body of knowledge that hu-
mans use in their visual perception. Several researchers1

have recently pointed out the necessity and the potential
benefit of using such knowledge, as well as the lack of it
in current systems. This absence is also reflected in the
various popular data sets and benchmarks. Our goal in
this paper is to present a new task, a corresponding new
data set, and our approach to them that highlights the
importance of using knowledge and reasoning in visual
perception. This necessitates considering issues such as
what kind of knowledge is needed, where and how to get
them, and what kind of reasoning mechanism to adopt
for such knowledge.

The new task we propose in this paper is referred to
as Image Riddles which requires deep conceptual un-
derstanding of images. In this task a set of images are
provided and one needs to find a common concept that
is invoked by all the images. Often the common con-
cept is not something that even a human can observe in
the first glance; but after some thought about the images,
he/she can come up with it. Hence the word “riddle” in
the phrase “image riddles”. Figure 1 shows an example

1Lake et al. (2016) quotes a reviewer: “Human learners -
unlike DQN and many other deep Learning systems - approach
new problems armed with extensive prior experience.”. The
authors also ask “How do we bring to bear rich prior knowledge
to learn new tasks and solve new problems?”. In “A Path to AI”,
Prof. Yann Lecun recognizes the absence of common-sense to
be an obstacle to AI.

bit.ly/22f9Ala


of an image riddle. The images individually connect to
multiple concepts such as: outdoors, nature, trees, road,
forest, rainfall, waterfall, statue, rope, mosque etc. On
further thought, the common concept that emerges for
this example is “fall”. Here, the first image represents
the fall season (concept). There is a “waterfall” (region)
in the second image. In the third image, it shows “rain-
fall” (concept) and the fourth image depicts that a statue
is “fall”ing (action/event). The word “fall” is invoked
by all the images as it shows logical connections to ob-
jects, regions, actions or concepts specific to each image.
Additionally, the answer also connects the most salient
aspects of the images. Other possible answers like “na-
ture” or “outdoors” do not demonstrate such properties.
They are too abstract. In essence, answering Image Rid-
dles is a challenging task that not only tests an intelligent
agent’s ability to detect visual concepts, but also tests its
(ontological) knowledge and its ability to think and rea-
son.

Image Riddles can also be thought of as a visual coun-
terpart to IQ tests such as sequence filling (x1, x2, x3, ?)
and analogy solving (x1 : y1 :: x2 : ?)2, where one
needs to find commonalities between items. It is worth
to note that this task is different from traditional Visual
Question-Answering (VQA), as in VQA the queries pro-
vide some clues regarding what to look for in the im-
age. Most Image Riddles require both superior detection
and reasoning capabilities, whereas a large percentage
of questions from the VQA dataset tests mainly the sys-
tem’s detection capabilities. Moreover, answering Image
Riddles differs from both VQA and Captioning in that it
requires analysis of multiple seemingly different images.

Hence, this task of answering Image Riddles is simple
to explain; shares similarities with well-known and pre-
defined types of IQ questions and it requires a combina-
tion of vision and reasoning capabilities. In this paper,
we introduce a novel benchmark for Image Riddles and
put forward a promising approach to tackle it. In our ap-
proach, we first use the state-of-the-art Image Classifica-
tion techniques (Sood (2015) and He et al. (2016)) to get
the top identified class-labels from each image. Given
these detections, we use ontological and commonsense
relations of these words to infer a set of most proba-
ble concepts. We adopt ConceptNet 5 (Liu and Singh,
2004) as the source of commonsense and background
knowledge that encodes the relations between words and
short phrases through a structured graph. Note, the pos-
sible range of candidates are the entire vocabulary of
ConceptNet 5 (roughly 0.2 million), which is fundamen-
tally different from supervised end-to-end models. For
representation and reasoning with this huge probabilis-

2Examples are: word analogy tasks (male : female :: king :
?); numeric sequence filling tasks: (1, 2, 3, 5, ?).

tic knowledge one needs a powerful reasoning engine.
Here, we adopt the Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) (Kim-
mig et al., 2012; Bach et al., 2013) framework. Given
the inferred concepts of each image, we adopt a second
stage inference to output the final answer.

Our contributions are threefold: i) we introduce the 3K
Image Riddles Dataset; ii) we present a probabilistic rea-
soning approach to solve the riddles with reasonable ac-
curacy; iii) our reasoning module inputs detected words
(a closed set of class-labels) and logically infers all rel-
evant concepts (belonging to a much larger vocabulary),
using background knowledge about words.

2 RELATED WORK

The problem of Image Riddles has some similarities to
the genre of topic modeling (Blei, 2012) and Zero-shot
Learning (Larochelle et al., 2008). However, this dataset
imposes a few unique challenges: i) the possible set of
target labels is the entire natural language vocabulary;
ii) each image, when grouped with different sets of im-
ages can map to a different label; iii) almost all the tar-
get labels in the dataset are unique (3k examples with
3k class-labels). These challenges make it hard to sim-
ply adopt topic model-based or Zero-shot learning-based
approaches.

Our work is also related to the field of Visual Question
Answering (VQA). Very recently, researchers spent a
significant amount of efforts on both creating datasets
and proposing new models (Antol et al., 2015; Mali-
nowski et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2016) for
VQA. Interestingly both (Antol et al., 2015; Goyal et al.,
2017) and Gao et al. (2015) adapted MS-COCO (Lin
et al., 2014) images and created an open domain dataset
with human generated questions and answers. Both Ma-
linowski et al. (2015) and Gao et al. (2015) use recurrent
networks to encode the sentence and output the answer.

Even though some questions from Antol et al. (2015) and
Gao et al. (2015) are very challenging, and actually re-
quire logical reasoning in order to answer correctly, pop-
ular approaches still aim to learn the direct signal-to-
signal mapping from image and question to its answer,
given a large enough annotated data. The necessity of
common-sense reasoning is often neglected. Here we in-
troduce the new Image Riddle problem to serve as the
testbed for vision and reasoning research.

3 KNOWLEDGE AND REASONING
MECHANISM

In this Section, we briefly introduce the kind of knowl-
edge that is useful for solving Image Riddles and the



kind of reasoning needed. The primary types of knowl-
edge needed are the distributional and relational similar-
ities between words and concepts. We obtain them from
analyzing the ConceptNet knowledge base and using
Word2Vec. Both the knowledge sources are considered
because ConceptNet embodies commonsense knowledge
and Word2vec encodes word-meanings.

ConceptNet (Speer and Havasi, 2012), is a multilingual
Knowledge Graph, that encodes commonsense knowl-
edge about the world and is built primarily to assist
systems that attempts to understand natural language
text. The knowledge in ConceptNet is semi-curated.
The nodes (called concepts) in the graph are words or
short phrases written in natural language. The nodes
are connected by edges which are labeled with meaning-
ful relations. For example: (reptile, IsA, animal), (rep-
tile, HasProperty, cold blood) are some edges. Each
edge has an associated confidence score. Compared to
other knowledge-bases such as WordNet, YAGO, NELL
(Suchanek et al., 2007; Mitchell et al., 2015), Concept-
Net has a more extensive coverage of English language
words and phrases. These properties make this Knowl-
edge Graph a perfect source for the required probabilis-
tic commonsense knowledge. We use different methods
on ConceptNet, elaborated in the next section, to define
similarity between different types of words and concepts.

Word2vec uses the theory of distributional semantics
to capture word meanings and produce word embed-
dings (vectors). The pre-trained word-embeddings have
been successfully used in numerous Natural Language
Processing applications and the induced vector-space
is known to capture the graded similarities between
words with reasonable accuracy (Mikolov et al., 2013).
Throughout the paper, for word2vec-based similarities,
we use the 3 Million word-vectors trained on Google-
News corpus (Mikolov et al., 2013).

The similarity between words wi and wj with a simi-
larity score wij is expressed as propositional formulas
of the form: wi ⇒ wj : wij . (The exact formulas,
and when they are bidirectional and when they are not
are elaborated in the next section.) To reason with such
knowledge we explored various reasoning formalisms
and found Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) (Kimmig et al.,
2012; Bach et al., 2013) to be the most suitable, as it can
not only handle relational structure, inconsistencies and
uncertainty, thus allowing one to express rich probabilis-
tic graphical models (such as Hinge-loss Markov random
fields), but it also seems to scale up better than its al-
ternatives such as Markov Logic Networks (Richardson
and Domingos, 2006). In this work, we also use differ-
ent weights for different groundings of the same rule.
Even though some work has been done along this line

for MLNs (Mittal et al., 2015), implementing those ideas
in MLNs to define weights using word2vec and Concept-
Net is not straightforward. Learning grounding-specific
weights is also difficult as that will require augmentation
of MLN syntax and learning.

3.1 PROBABILISTIC SOFT LOGIC (PSL)

Probabilistic soft logic (PSL) differs from most other
probabilistic formalisms in that its ground atoms have
continuous truth values in the interval [0,1], instead of
having binary truth values. The syntactic structure of
rules and the characterization of the logical operations
have been chosen judiciously so that the space of inter-
pretations with nonzero density forms a convex polytope.
This makes inference in PSL a convex optimization prob-
lem in continuous space, which in turn allows efficient
inference. We now give a brief overview of PSL.

A PSL model is defined using a set of weighted if-then
rules in first-order logic. Let C = (C1, ..., Cm) be such
a collection where each Cj is a disjunction of literals,
where each literal is a variable yi or its negation ¬yi,
where yi ∈ y. Let I+j (resp. I−j ) be the set of indices of
the variables that are not negated (resp. negated) in Cj .
Each Cj is:

wj : ∧i∈I−j yi → ∨i∈I+j yi, (1)

or equivalently, wj : ∨i∈I−j (¬yi)
∨
∨i∈I+j yi. Each rule

Cj is associated with a non-negative weight wj . PSL
relaxes the boolean truth values of each ground atom a
(constant term or predicate with all variables replaced by
constants) to the interval [0, 1], denoted as I(a). To com-
pute soft truth values, Lukasiewicz’s relaxation (Klir and
Yuan, 1995) of conjunctions (∧), disjunctions (∨) and
negations (¬) is used:

I(l1 ∧ l2) = max{0, I(l1) + I(l2)− 1}
I(l1 ∨ l2) = min{1, I(l1) + I(l2)}

I(¬l1) = 1− I(l1).

(2)

In PSL, the ground atoms are considered as random vari-
ables and the distribution is modeled using Hinge-Loss
Markov Random Field, which is defined as follows:
Let y and x be two vectors of n and n′ random variables
respectively, over the domain D = [0, 1]n+n

′
. The feasi-

ble set D̃ is a subset of D, which satisfies a set of inequal-
ity constraints over the random variables. A Hinge-Loss
Markov Random Field P is a probability density, defined
as: if (y,x) /∈ D̃, then P(y|x) = 0; if (y,x) ∈ D̃, then:

P(y|x) = 1

Z(w,x)
exp(−fw(y,x)), (3)

where Z(w,x) =
∫
y|(y,x)∈D̃ exp(−fw(y,x))dy.

Here, the hinge-loss energy function fw is defined as:

fw(y,x) =
m∑
j=1

wj(max{lj(y,x), 0})pj , where wj’s



are non-negative free parameters and lj(y,x) are linear
constraints over y,x and pj ∈ {1, 2}. As we are inter-
ested in finding the maximum probable solution given
the evidence, the inference objective of HL-MRF be-
comes:

P(y|x) ≡ argmin
y∈[0,1]n

m∑
j=1

wj(max{lj(y,x), 0})pj . (4)

In PSL, each logical rule Cj in the database C is used
to define lj(y,x), i.e. the linear constraints over (y,x).
Given a set of weighted logical formulas, PSL builds a
graphical model defining a probability distribution over
the continuous value space of the random variables in the
model.

More precisely, lj(.) is defined in terms of “distance to
satisfaction”. For each rule Cj ∈ C this “distance to
satisfaction” is measured using the term wj ×max

{
1−∑

i∈I+j
yi−

∑
i∈I−j

(1−yi), 0
}

. This encodes the penalty
if a rule is not satisfied. Then, the right hand side of the
Eq. 4 becomes:

argmin
y∈[0,1]n

∑
Cj∈C

wj max
{
1−

∑
i∈I+j

yi−
∑
i∈I−j

(1− yi), 0
}
, (5)

which is used to estimate P(y|x) efficiently.

4 APPROACH

Given a set of images ({I1, I2, I3, I4}), our objective is
to determine a set of ranked words (T ) based on how well
they semantically connect the images. In this work, we
present an approach that uses the previously introduced
Probabilistic Reasoning framework on top of a proba-
bilistic Knowledge Base (ConceptNet). It also uses addi-
tional semantic knowledge from Word2vec. Using these
knowledge sources, we predict the answers to the riddles.
Although our approach consists of multiple resources
and stages, it can be easily modularized, pipelined and
reproduced. It is also worth to mention that the PSL
engine is a general tool. It could be used for further
research along the conjunction of vision, language and
reasoning.

4.1 OUTLINE OF OUR FRAMEWORK
As outlined in algorithm 1, for each image Ik (here,
k ∈ {1, ..., 4}), we follow three steps to infer related
words and phrases: i) Image Classification: we get top
class labels and the confidence from Image Classifier
(Sk, P̃ (Sk|Ik)), ii) Rank and Retrieve: using these la-
bels and confidence scores, we rank and retrieve top re-
lated words (Tk) from ConceptNet (Kcnet), iii) Proba-
bilistic Reasoning and Inference (Stage I): using the la-
bels (Sk) and the top related words (Tk), we design an
inference model to logically infer final set of words (T̂k)

Algorithm 1: Solving Image Riddles
1: procedure UNRIDDLER(I = {I1, I2, I3, I4},Kcnet)
2: for Ik ∈ I do
3: P̃ (Sk|Ik) = getClassLabelsNeuralNetwork(Ik).
4: for s ∈ Sk do
5: Ts,Wm(s,Ts) = retrieveTargets(s,Kcnet);
6: Wm(s, tj) = sim(s, tj)∀tj ∈ Ts.
7: end for
8: Tk = rankTopTargets(P̃ (Sk|Ik),TSk

,Wm);
9: I(T̂k) = inferConfidenceStageI(Tk, P̃ (Sk|Ik)).

10: end for
11: I(T ) = inferConfidenceStageII([T̂k]

4
k=1, [P̃ (Sk|Ik)]4k=1).

12: end procedure

for each image. Lastly, we use another probabilistic rea-
soning model (Stage II) on the combined set of inferred
words (targets) from all images in a riddle. This model
assigns the final confidence scores on the combined set
of targets (T ). We depict the pipeline with an example in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: An overview of the framework followed for each
Image; demonstrated using an example image of an aardvark
(resembles animals such as tapir, ant-eater). As shown, the un-
certainty in detecting concepts is reduced after considering ad-
ditional knowledge. We run a similar pipeline for each image
and then infer final results using a final Probabilistic Inference
Stage (Stage II).

4.2 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION

Neural Networks trained on ample source of images and
numerous image classes has been very effective. Stud-
ies have found that convolutional neural networks (CNN)
can produce near human level image classification accu-
racy (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), and related work has been
used in various visual recognition tasks such as scene la-
beling (Farabet et al., 2013) and object recognition (Gir-
shick et al., 2014). To exploit these advances, we use the
state-of-the-art class detections provided by the Clarifai
API (Sood, 2015) and the Deep Residual Network Archi-
tecture by (He et al., 2016) (using the trained ResNet-200
model). For each image (Ik) we use top 20 detections
(Sk) (seeds). Figure 2 provides an example. Each detec-
tion is accompanied with the classifier’s confidence score
(P̃ (Sk|Ik)).



4.3 RETRIEVE AND RANK RELATED WORDS

Our goal is to logically infer words or phrases that repre-
sent (higher or lower-level) concepts that can best explain
the co-existence of the detected seeds in a scene. For ex-
amples, for “hand” and “care”, implied words could be
“massage”, “ill”, “ache” etc. For “transportation” and
“sit”, implied words/phrases could be “sit in bus” and
“sit in plane”. The reader might be inclined to infer other
concepts. However, to “infer” is to derive “logical” con-
clusions. Hence, we prefer the concepts which shares
strong explainable connections (i.e. relational similarity)
with the seeds.

A logical choice would be traversing a knowledge-graph
like ConceptNet and find the common reachable nodes
from these seeds. As this is computationally infeasi-
ble, we use the association-space matrix representation
of ConceptNet, where the words are represented as vec-
tors. The similarity between two words approximately
embodies the strength of the connection over all paths
connecting the two words in the graph. We get the top
similar words for each seed, approximating the reachable
nodes.

4.3.1 Retrieve Related Words For a Seed

We observe that, for objects, the ConceptNet-similarity
gives a poor result (See Table 1). So, we define a met-
ric called visual similarity. Let us call the similar words
as targets. In this metric, we represent the seed and the
target as vectors. To define the dimensions, for each
seed, we use the relations (HasA, HasProperty, PartOf
and MemberOf). We query ConceptNet to get the related
words (W1,W2,W3...) under such relations for the seed-
word and its superclasses. Each of these relation-word
pairs (i.e. HasA-W1,HasA-W2,PartOf-W3,...) becomes a
separate dimension. The values for the seed-vector are
the weights assigned to the assertions. For each target,
we query ConceptNet and populate the target-vector us-
ing the edge-weights for the dimensions defined by the
seed-vector.

To get the top words using visual similarity, we use the
cosine similarity of the seed-vector and the target-vector
to re-rank the top 10000 retrieved similar target-words.
For abstract seeds, we do not get any such relations and
thus use the ConceptNet similarity directly.

Table 1 shows the top similar words using ConceptNet,
word2vec and visual-similarity for the word “men”.

Formulation: For each seed (s), we get the top words
(Ts) from ConceptNet using the visual similarity met-
ric and the similarity vector Wm(s,Ts). Together for an
image, these constitute TSk and the matrix Wm, where

ConceptNet Visual Similarity Word2vec
man, merby, misandrous,
philandry, male human,
dirty pig, mantyhose,

date woman,guyliner,manslut

priest, uncle, guy,
geezer, bloke, pope,
bouncer, ecologist,

cupid, fella

women, men, males,
mens, boys, man, female,

teenagers,girls,ladies

Table 1: Top 10 similar Words for “Men”. The ranked list
based on visual-similarity ranks boy, chap, husband, godfather,
male person, male in the ranks 16 to 22. See appendix for
more.

Wm(si, tj) = simvis(si, tj)∀si ∈ Sk, tj ∈ TSk .

A large percentage of the error from Image Classifiers are
due to visually similar objects or objects from the same
category (Hoiem et al., 2012). In such cases, we use this
visual similarity metric to predict the possible visually
similar objects and then use an inference model to infer
the actual object.

4.3.2 Rank Targets

We use the classifier confidence scores P̃ (Sk|Ik) as
an approximate vector representation for an image, in
which the seeds are the dimensions. The columns of
Wm provides vector representations for the target words
(t ∈ TSk ) in the space. We calculate cosine similarities
for each target with such a image-vector and then re-rank
the targets. We denote the top θ#t targets as Tk (see Ta-
ble. 2).

4.4 PROBABILISTIC REASONING AND
INFERENCE

4.4.1 PSL Inference Stage I

Given a set of candidate targets Tk and a set of weighted
seeds (Sk, P̃ (Sk|Ik)), we build an inference model to
infer a set of most probable targets (T̂k). We model
the joint distribution using PSL as this formalism adopts
Markov Random Field which obeys the properties of
Gibbs Distribution. In addition, a PSL model is declared
using rules. Given the final answer, the set of satisfied
rules show the logical connections between the detected
words and the final answer. The PSL model can be best
explained as an Undirected Graphical Model involving
seeds (observed) and targets (unobserved). We define the
seed-target and target-target potentials using PSL rules.
We connect each seed to each target and the potential de-
pends on their similarity and the target’s popularity bias.
We connect each target to θt-t (1 or 2) maximally similar
targets. The potential depends on their similarity.

Formulation: Using PSL, we add two sets of rules: i)
to define seed-target potentials, we add rules of the form
wtij : sik → tjk for each word sik ∈ Sk and target
tjk ∈ Tk; ii) to define target-target potentials, for each
target tjk, we take the most similar θt-t targets (Tmaxj ).



For each target tjk and each tmk ∈ Tmaxj , we add two
rules wtjm : tjk → tmk and wtjm : tmk → tjk. Next,
we describe the choices in detail.

i) From the perspective of optimization, the rule wtij :
sik → tjk adds the term wtij ∗max{I(sik)− I(tjk), 0}
to the objective. This means that if confidence score of
the target tjk is not greater than I(sik) (i.e. P̃ (Sk|Ik)),
then the rule is not satisfied and we penalize the model by
wtij times the difference between the confidence scores.
We add the above rule for seeds and targets for which
the combined similarity (wtij) exceeds certain threshold
θsim,psl1. We encode the commonsense knowledge of
words and phrases obtained from different knowledge
sources into the weights of these rules wtij . It is also
important that the inference model is not biased towards
more popular targets (i.e. abstract words or words too
commonly used/detected in corpus). We compute eigen-
vector centrality score (C(.)) for each word in the context
of ConceptNet. Higher C(.) indicates higher connectiv-
ity of a word in the graph. This yields a higher similarity
score to many words and might give an unfair bias to this
target in the inference model. Hence, the higher the C(.),
the word provides less specific information for an image.
Hence, the weight becomes

wtij = θα1 ∗ simcn(sik, tjk)+

θα2 ∗ simw2v(sik, tjk) + 1/C(tjk),
(6)

where simcn(., .) is the normalized ConceptNet-based
similarity. simw2v(., .) is the normalized word2vec sim-
ilarity of two words and C(.) is the eigenvector-centrality
score of the argument in the ConceptNet matrix.

ii) To model dependencies among the targets, we observe
that if two concepts t1 and t2 are very similar in mean-
ing, then a system that infer t1 should infer t2 too, given
the same set of observed words. Therefore, the two rules
wtjm : tjk → tmk and wtjm : tmk → tjk are de-
signed to force the confidence values of tjk and tmk to
be as close to each other as possible. wtjm is the same
as Equation 6 without the penalty for popularity.

Using Equation 5, the PSL inference objective becomes:

argmin
I(Tk)∈[0,1]|Tk|

∑
sik∈Sk

∑
tjk∈Tk

wtij max
{
I(sik)− I(tjk), 0

}
+

∑
tjk∈Tk

∑
tmk∈Tmax

j

wtjm
{
max

{
I(tmk)− I(tjk), 0

}
+

max
{
I(tjk)− I(tmk), 0

}}
.

To let the targets compete against each other, we add
one more constraint on the sum of the confidence scores
of the targets i.e.

∑
j:tjk∈Tk

I(tjk) ≤ θsum1. Here
θsum1 ∈ {1, 2} and I(tjk) ∈ [0, 1]. The above opti-
mizer provides us P(Tk|Sk) and thus the top set of tar-
gets [T̂k]

4
k=1.

4.4.2 PSL Inference Stage II

To learn the most probable common targets jointly, we
consider the targets and the seeds from all images to-
gether. Assume that the seeds and the targets are nodes
in a knowledge-graph. Then, the most appropriate target-
nodes should observe similar properties as an appropriate
answer to the riddle: i) a target-node should be connected
to the high-weight seeds in an image i.e. should relate to
the important aspects of the image; and ii) a target-node
should be connected to seeds from all images.

Formulation: Here, we use the rules wtij : sik → tjk
for each word sik ∈ Sk and target tjk ∈ T̂k for all k ∈
{1, 2.., 4}. To let the set of targets compete against each
other, we add the constraint

∑4
k=1

∑
j:tjk∈T̂k

I(tjk) ≤
θs2. Here θs2 = 1 and I(tjk) ∈ [0, 1]. The second infer-
ence stage provides us P([T̂k]

4
k=1|S1, S2, S3, S4) and

thus the top targets that constitutes the final answers. To
minimize the penalty for each rule, the optimal solution
maximizes the confidence score of tjk. To minimize the
overall penalty, it should maximize the confidence scores
of these targets which satisfy most of the rules. As the
summation of confidence scores is bounded, only a few
top inferred targets should have non-zero confidence.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

5.1 DATASET VALIDATION AND ANALYSIS

We have collected a set of 3333 riddles from the Inter-
net (puzzle websites). Each riddle has 4 images and a
groundtruth answer associated with it. To make it more
challenging to computer systems, we include both pho-
tographic and non-photographic images in the dataset.

To verify the groundtruth answers, we define the met-
rics: i) “correctness” - how correct and appropriate the
answers are, and ii) “difficulty” - how difficult are the
riddles. We conduct an Amazon Mechanical Turker
(AMT)-based evaluation for dataset validation. We ask
them to rate the correctness from 1-63. The “difficulty” is
rated from 1-74. We provide the Turkers with examples
to calibrate our evaluation. According to the Turkers, the
mean correctness rating is 4.4 (with Standard Deviation

31: Completely gibberish, incorrect, 2: relates to one im-
age, 3 and 4: connects two and three images respectively, 5:
connects all 4 images, but could be a better answer, 6: connects
all images and an appropriate answer.

4These gradings are adopted from VQA AMT instructions
(Antol et al., 2015). 1: A toddler can solve it (ages:3-4), 2:
A younger child can solve it (ages:5-8), 3: A older child can
solve it (ages:9-12), 4: A teenager can solve it (ages:13-17),
5: An adult can solve it (ages:18+), 6: Only a Linguist (one
who has above-average knowledge about English words and
the language in general) can solve it, 7: No-one can solve it.



1.5). The “difficulty” ratings show the following distri-
bution: toddler (0.27%), younger child (8.96%), older
child (30.3%), teenager (36.7%), adult (19%), linguist
(3.6%), no-one (0.64%). In short, the average age to an-
swer the riddles is closer to 13-17yrs. Also, few of these
(4.2%) riddles seem to be incredibly hard. Interestingly,
the average age perceived reported for the recently pro-
posed VQA dataset (Antol et al., 2015) is 8.92 yrs. Al-
though, this experiment measures “the turkers’ percep-
tion of the required age”, one can conclude with statisti-
cal significance that the riddles are comparably harder.

5.2 SYSTEMS EVALUATION

The presented approach suggests the following hypothe-
ses that requires empirical tests: I) the proposed ap-
proach (and their variants) attain reasonable accuracy in
solving the riddles; II) the individual stages of the frame-
work improves the final inference accuracy of the an-
swers. In addition, we also experiment to observe the
effect of using commercial classification methods like
Clarifai against a published state-of-the-art Image Clas-
sification method.

5.2.1 Systems

We propose several variations of the proposed approach
and compare them with simple vision-only baselines. We
introduce an additional Bias-Correction stage after the
Image Classification, which aims to re-weight the de-
tected seeds using additional information from other im-
ages. The variations then are created to test the effects of
varying the Bias-Correction stage and the effects of the
individual stages of the framework on the final accuracy
(hypothesis II). We also vary the initial Image Classifica-
tion Methods (Clarifai, Deep Residual Network).

Bias-Correction: We experimented with two variations:
i) greedy bias-correction and ii) no bias-correction. We
follow the intuition that the re-weighting of the seeds
of one image can be influenced by the others5. To
this end, we develop the “GreedyUnRiddler” (GUR) ap-
proach. In this approach, we consider all of the im-
ages together to dictate the new weight of each seed.
Take image Ik for example. To re-weight seeds in Sk,
we calculate the weights using the following equation:
W̃ (sk) =

∑
j∈1,..4 simcosine(Vsk,j ,Vj)

4.0 . Vj is vector of
the weights assigned P̃ (Sj |Ij) i.e. confidence scores
of each seed in the image. Each element of Vsk,j [i] is
the ConceptNet-similarity score between the seed sk and
si,j i.e. the ith seed of the jth image. The re-weighted
seeds (Sk, W̃ (Sk)) of an image are then passed through

5A person often skims through all the images at one go and
will try to come up with the aspects that needs more attention.

the rest of the pipeline to infer the final answers.

In the original pipeline (“UnRiddler”,in short UR), we
just normalize the weights of the seeds and pass on to the
next stage. We experiment with another variation (called
BiasedUnRiddler or BUR), the results of which are in-
cluded in appendix, as GUR achieves the best results.

Effect of Stages: We observe the accuracy after each
stage in the pipeline (VB: Up to Bias Correction, RR:
Up to Rank and Retrieve stage, All: The entire Pipeline).
For VB, we use the normalized weighted seeds, get the
weighted centroid vector over the word2vec embeddings
of the seeds for each image. Then we obtain the mean
vector over these centroids. The top similar words from
the word2vec vocabulary to this mean vector, constitutes
the final answers. For RR, we get the mean vector over
the top predicted targets for all images. Again, the most
similar words from the word2vec vocabulary constitutes
the answers.

Baseline (VQA+VB+UR): For the sake of completion,
we experiment with a pre-trained Visual Question An-
swering system (from Lu et al. (2016)). For each image,
we take top 20 answers for the question “What is the
image about”, and, then we follow the above procedure
(VB+UR) to calculate the mean. We get the closest word
using the mean vector, from the Word2vec vocabulary.
We observe that, the detected words are primarily top
frequent answers and do not contain any specific infor-
mation. Therefore, subsequent stages hardly improve the
results. We provide one detailed example in appendix.

Baseline (Clarifai+VB+UR and ResNet+VB+UR): We
create a strong baseline by directly going from seeds to
target using word2vec-based similarities. We use the
class-labels and the confidence scores predicted using the
state-of-the-art classifiers. For each image, we calculate
the weighted centroid of the word2vec embeddings of
these labels and the mean of these centroids for the 4 im-
ages. For the automatic evaluation we use top K (10)
similar words and for human evaluation, we use the most
similar word to this vector, from the word2vec vocabu-
lary. The Baseline performances are listed in Table 3.

Human Baseline: In an independent AMT study, we
ask the turkers to answer each riddle without any hint
towards the answer. We ask them to input maximum 5
words (comma-separated) that can connect all four of
the images. In cases, where the riddles are difficult we
instruct them to find words that connect at least three im-
ages. These answers constitute our human baseline.

5.2.2 Experiment I: Automatic Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the proposed approach
on the Image Riddles dataset using both automatic and



Amazon Mechanical Turker (AMT)-based evaluations.
An answer to a riddle may have several semantically sim-
ilar answers. Hence, as evaluation metrics, we use both
word2vec and WordNet-based similarity measures. For
each riddle, we calculate the maximum similarity be-
tween the groundtruth with the top 10 detections, and
report the average of such maximum similarities in per-

centage form: S = 1
n

n∑
i=1

max
1≤l≤10

sim(GTi, Tl). To cal-

culate phrase similarities, i) we use n similarity
method of the gensim.models.word2vec package;
or, ii) average of WordNet-based word pair similarities
that is calculated as a product of length (of the short-
est path between sysnsets of the words), and depth (the
depth of the subsumer in the hierarchical semantic net)
(Li et al., 2006) 6.

Number of Targets: θ#t (2500), ConceptNet-similarity Weight: θα1
(1),

word2vec-similarity weight: θα2
(4), Number of maximum similar Targets: θt-t (1)

Seed-target similarity Threshold: θsim,psl1 (0.8),
Sum of confidence scores in Stage I: θsum1 (2)

Table 2: A List of parameters θ used in the approach

3.3k 2.8k
W2V WN W2V WN

Human - - 74.6 68.9 74.56 67.8

VQA VB UR † 59.6 15.7 59.7 15.6
GUR 62.59 17.7 62.5 17.7

VB UR † 65 26.2 65.3 26.4
GUR 65.3 26.2 65.36 26.2

Clarifai RR UR 65.9 34.9 65.7 34.8
GUR 65.9 36.6 65.73 36.4

All UR 68.5 40.3 68.57 40.4*
GUR 68.8* 40.3 68.7 40.4*

VB UR † 68.3 35 68 33.5
GUR 66.8 33.1 66.4 32.6

Resnet RR UR 66.7 38.5 66.7 38.2
GUR 66.3 38.1 66.2 37.6

All UR 68.53 39.9 68.2 40.2
GUR 68.2 39.5 68.2 39.6

Table 3: Accuracy (in percentage) on the Image Riddle
Dataset. Pipeline variants (VB, RR and All) are combined
with Bias-Correction stage variants (GUR, UR). We show both
word2vec and WordNet-based (WN) accuracies. (*- Best, † -
Baselines).

To select the parameters in the parameter vector θ, We
employed a random search on the parameter-space over
first 500 riddles over 500 combinations. The final set of
parameters used and their values are tabulated in Table 2.

The accuracies after different stages of the pipeline (VB,
RR and All) combined with variations of the initial Bias-
Correction stage (GUR and UR), are listed in Table 37.
We provide our experimental results on this 3333 riddles

6The groundtruth is a single word. Code: bit.ly/2gqmnwEe.
7For ablation study on varying top K, check appendix.

and 2833 riddles (barring 500 riddles as validation set for
the parameter search).

5.2.3 Experiment II: Human Evaluation

We conduct an AMT-based comparative evaluation of the
results of the proposed approach (GUR+All using Clar-
ifai) and two vision-only baselines. We define two met-
rics: i) “correctness” and ii) “intelligence”. Turkers are
presented with the instructions: We have three separate
robots that attempted to answer this riddle. You have
to rate the answer based on the correctness and the de-
gree of intelligence (explainability). The correctness is
defined as before. In addition, turkers are asked to rate
intelligence in a scale of 1-48. Figure 3 plots the per-
centage of total riddles per each value of correctness and
intelligence. In these histograms plots, we expect an in-
crease in the rightmost buckets for the more “correct”
and “intelligent” systems.

.Figure 3: AMT Results of The Clarifai+GUR+All (our), Clar-
ifai+UR+VB (baseline 1) and ResNet+UR+VB (baseline 2)
approaches. Correctness Means are: 2.6 ± 1.4, 2.4 ± 1.45,
2.3± 1.4. For Intelligence: 2.2± 0.87, 2± 0.87, 1.8± 0.8

5.2.4 Analysis

Experiment I shows that the GUR variant
(Clarifai+GUR+All in Table 3) achieves the best
results in terms of word2vec-based accuracy. The
WordNet-based metric gives clear evidence of improve-
ment by the stages of our pipeline (a sharp 14% increase
over Clarifai and 6% increase over ResNet baselines).
Improvement from the final reasoning stage is also
evident from the result. The increase in accuracy after
reasoning shows how knowledge helped in decreasing
overall uncertainty in perception. Similar trend is
reflected in the AMT-based evaluations (Figure 3).

8{1: Not, 2: Moderately, 3: Normal, 4: Very} intelligent



Figure 4: Positive and Negative (in red) results of the
“GUR” approach (Clarifai+GUR+All) on some of the
riddles. The groundtruth labels, closest label among top
10 from GUR and the Clarifai+VB+UR baseline are pro-
vided for all images. For more results, check Appendix.

Our system has increased the percentage of puzzles
for the rightmost bins i.e. produces more “correct”
and “intelligent” answers for more number of puzzles.
The word2vec-based accuracy puts the performance
of ResNet baseline close to that of the GUR variant.
However, as evident from the WordNet-based metric and
the AMT evaluation of the correctness (Figure 3), the
GUR variant clearly predicts more meaningful answers
than the ResNet baseline. Experiment II also includes
what the turkers think about the intelligence of the
systems that tried to solve the puzzles. This also puts the
GUR variant at the top. The above two experiments em-
pirically show that our approach achieves a reasonable
accuracy in solving the riddles (Hypothesis I). In table
3, we observe how the accuracy varies after each stage
of the pipeline (hypothesis II). The table shows a jump
in the (WN) accuracy after the RR stage, which leads us
to believe the primary improvement of our approach is
attributed to the Probabilistic Reasoning model. We also
provide our detailed results for the “GUR” approach
using a few riddles in Figure 4.

Difficulty of Riddles: From our AMT study (Human
baseline), we observe that the riddles are quite difficult
for (untrained) human mechanical turkers. There are
around 500 riddles which were labeled as “blank”, an-
other 500 riddles were labeled as “not found”. Lastly,
457 riddles (391 with wordnet similarity higher than 0.9
and 66 higher than 0.8) were predicted perfectly, which
leads us to believe that these easy riddles mostly show
visual similarities (object-level) whereas others mostly

show conceptual similarity.

Running Time: Our implementation of PSL solves each
riddle in nearly 20s in an Intel core i7 2.0 GHz processor,
with 4 parallel threads. Solving each riddle boils down
to solving 5 optimization problems (1 for each image and
1 joint). This eventually means our engine takes nearly
4 sec. to solve an inference problem with approximately
20× 2500 i.e. 50k rules.

Reason to use a Probabilistic Logic: We stated our rea-
sons for choosing PSL over other available Probabilistic
Logics. However, the simplicity of the used rules can
leave the reader wondering about the reason for choos-
ing a complex probabilistic logic in the first place. Each
riddle requires an answer which is “logically” connected
to each image. To show such logical connection, we
need ontological knowledge graphs such as ConceptNet
which shows connections between the answer and words
detected from the images. To integrate ConceptNet’s
knowledge seamlessly into the reasoning mechanism, we
use a probabilistic logic such as PSL.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a Probabilistic Reasoning
based approach that uses background knowledge to solve
a new class of image puzzles, called “Image Riddles”.
We have collected over 3k such riddles. Crowd-sourced
evaluation of the dataset demonstrates the validity of the
annotations and the nature of the difficulty of the rid-
dles. We empirically show that our approach improves
on vision-only baselines and provides a stronger base-
line for future attempts. The task of “Image Riddles”
is equivalent to conventional IQ test questions such as
analogy solving, sequence filling; which are often used
to test human intelligence. This task of “Image Riddles”
is also in line with the current trend of VQA datasets
which require visual recognition and reasoning capabil-
ities. However, it focuses more on the combination of
both vision and reasoning capabilities. In addition to the
task, the proposed approach introduces a novel inference
model to infer related words (from a large vocabulary)
given class labels (from a smaller set), using semantic
knowledge of words. This method is general in terms
of its applications. Systems such as (Wu et al., 2016),
which use a collection of high-level concepts to boost
VQA performance; can benefit from this approach.
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